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Unit 2 English around the world

Good morning Judges! I am No.1 candidate, applying for Senior high School

English Teaching. It is really my honor to be here. Now, I will show my presentation.

Leading in

Good morning boys and girls! I am so glad to see you today. Did you watch any

Olympic games last night? Good. What kind of sport did you wait? Football game?

Yes, who won the game at last? Spanish team? Did you enjoy it? Very good! Olympic

games are always very exciting.

Pre-reading

I would like to show you some pictures. Ok? How about the first one on the screen?

What’s that? Yes, it’s very obvious that they are playing football. But do you know the

other expression of football? Well, the boy near the window please. Is he right? Of

course. We can also call it soccer. Here comes the next one. What can we tell from

this picture? It’s very easy, right? Usually, we call it a flat. But do you know my

question here? Very smart. The girl in the back please. Well done, flat is also called

apartment. There are many English words that have two distinct expressions, both of

which are accepted in English spelling and speaking. But do you know why there is

such a difference? Any volunteer? The boy with black glasses please. I knew you

could do it. The answer is that we have more than one English around the world.

Apart from British English, we also have American English. So the topic we are going

to learn today is The Road to Modern English.

While-reading

Firstly, I will play the recording to you, during which you will listen carefully to the

recording and list the time-line of the development of the English and the new words.

Is that clear? Ok, let’s begin. Time’s up. That’s all for the record. Who can share

your time-line of the English development for us? Yes, Serena please. Are you sure? I
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will give you one more minute to think again. Ok, can you give me you second

thought please? That’s right. There’s just one little mistake but that is ok. Next, did

you find any new words in this passage? Yes, we have new words here: subway,

elevator, petrol, gas, official, voyage, conquer, native. You can have a look at the

English translation of these new words that I have given to you. I hope that it can help

you to understand. Can you read the passage for the second time and fill the blank on

page 11? OK, I will give you another 8 minutes to finish this? Well. Let’s stop reading?

Anyone who want to give us your answer? Yes, John please come to the stage and

write down your answer on the blackboard. Good job. But I think there is one mistake

here, so anyone is going to help him? Ok, Jim please. Yes, that’s perfect then. How

about you reading the passage carefully and answer my three questions? I hope that

you can retell them in your own words. The three questions are as follows: what’s the

development of English history; can you tell the differences between the ancient

English and the modern English; can you tell the differences between the British

English and the American English? Got it? OK, let’s try to read it again. Well, any

volunteer wants to answer my first question? Yes, Lilei. Very good, excellent spoken

English. How about the second question? Elizabeth please. Wow, fantastic. You have

done great job. Then comes the last one. The girl beside you please. Well, also terrific.

Post-reading

There are some exercises on page 11, can you finish that with your partner? Good！

We got several important sentences here, for example: English is a language spoken

all around the world; There are more than 42 countries where the majority of the

people speak English.

Summary

Ok, guys. We have learned so much today? Who can help me to summarize what

we have learned today? Yes, Lucy please. You are right! We have learned many new

words and sentences. English is spoken all around the world, but do you know the

reason for this?
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Homework

After the class, will you think about this question? Key words and sentences are

helpful for you so can you try to remember them? A short story of your own English

learning is required before next lesson. Then let’s call it a day.
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